A Roadmap towards: Glasgow's Food
Futures Local Ecosystems of Social
innovation in 2031...
Timeline from
Now to 2031

CCI's Future
Vision

Policies and
Milestones

Now

Could citizen
panels make use
of a "roundtable"
set up?

Glasgow City
Food Plan
Developed

Community Hub

Could citizen
designers be a
part of this?

Employing
citizen
storytellers

2024

Could the
Community Hub
be part of the
Neighbourhood
Hub?

Open data
priorities; Open
Government Action
Plan

Building social innovation capacity
in Glasgow
Communities at the
heart of the design
and implementation
of community food
initiatives

23 citizen
panels rolled out
across city

Employing
citizen
designers

Formal launch
of yearly
accelerator
programme

Annual Mayor's
challenge
launched

Scale up the city's
food growing
capacity; 50%
increase by 2024

Co-designed
spaces for food
and growing eg
Urban Farm in
Castlemilk

Resilient and Empowered
Neighbourhoods

The Grower
for Wellbeing

Community Canteen

Caring
Neighbourhoods

A Sustainable and Low
Carbon City

A Vibrant City

Learning & Growing

Neighbourhood Hub
Identify sustainable
solutions to end
food insecurity
Could the skills
passed on by the
Connector and
Mentor include
design skills within
the CCI's skills
academies?

The Connector &
Mentor

The Neighbourhood
Designer

Neighbourhoods that
Learn and Grow

Employability
and Skills

Excellent and Inclusive
Education

Creative Hubs
and Skills
Academies
scaling up

Procurement may be transformed by
this point to support local
businesses, ethically sourced,
sustainable and healthy food

Economic Development
Could centres for
local economy be
an opportunity to
transform
procurement?

A neighbourhood
which is more
abundant will be in
a better place to
tackle poverty

Neighbourhood
design more
embedded in the
city and the council

Policy Prioritises
Local Businesses
And Local Food

A Well Governed City that
Listens and Responds

Could the
innovation
incubator support
GCC's business
accelerator
programmes?

Reduce the time taken for
Glaswegians to repurpose
vacant and derelict land
for new business
opportunities and growing

Citizen-led innovation is gathering momentum
with an energy and vibrancy around citizen
participation is felt within neighbourhoods

If the city wants to
scale up it's growing
capacity, we need to
start thinking about
how people will
access that food for
example: an
abundance mobile

A Creative Hub
and Skills
Academy pilot in
2 other wards
launched

Increased capacity
in communities to
access and develop
land and spaces

New Ideas and
Creative Problem Solving
and Citizen Power

Inclusive Care

Could a focus on
local eating and food
distribution be an
opportunity to bring
about a more
sustainable, low
carbon Glasgow?

Current activity will be reviewed, iterated
and further pilots created to progress
actions being implemented today.

2028

Could
neighbourhood
designers facilitate
this at first then
hand over to local
people?

The Round Table

Power in
Neighbourhoods

Employing
citizen
data
scientists

Food pantries
opening across the
city

Glasgow Caledonian
University’s Social
Innovation
Competency Centre
opens

Collaborative Future's Future
Glasgow Ecosystems

Citizen in Power

Neighbourhood
Design for creative
problem solving

Employing
graduate
neighbourhood
designers

Inspiration
point

Increased demand
for locally grown
food

Centre for Local Economy

Abundant
Neighbourhoods
Could food
pantries be a way
that the eco-
economist brings
about a sustainable
local economy

Glasgow becomes a
net zero carbon city

Neighbourhood
Skills Academy in
every ward

The Eco-Economist

Tackling Poverty

A Thriving
Economy

Living Stories & Open Data
Could citizen data
scientists and
storytellers take on
this
sensemaker role?

2031
Future Glasgow which is more equitable and
abundant with thriving social innovation
ecosystem

Citizens are coming
together to creatively
problem solve in
their
neighbourhoods

Glasgow will be
contributing towards
the Sustainable
Development Goal
of zero hunger by
2030.

less than 10% of
children will be
living in relative
poverty

The
Sensemaker

Could the living
archive feed into the
work GCC already
do around
placemaking and
building
dashboards?

Regenerative
Neighbourhoods

Creative Hub
live in every
ward

Understanding Our
Neighbourhood and
Placemaking

